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In the present study,. .200 whritO male .SS were' selected from a`pubic,
,

.sChool,,sylStem in South- Florida (100 ftoin first ,grade claSSeS and 100

from eighthi-grade classes=) and; were S.11oWed to create visnal- Stetement

4 -from a standardized set of photOS._
:.

Using primarily Latent Partition Arialysia-, the resultant visual
. .

statements were analyzed. The results- of'. the-se 6.nalySes indicated the

existence' of what might be termed a -!.tvisualsyn'tax". The date. further

Suggests that this "visual ,,Syntak" is reiativ'elk sstable over students

.of the two ,grade levels used-in the present study. Implications 'of

-these and other. findings, along With suggestions -forluture-i...esearah-,

are also. discussed. .
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. In a well known, letter to b'acgues,.iiadamard,:. t"

Albert Einstein said: -"The words or' the'
.guages as they are written or spoken--(,f_to not
-seeif tioplay any 'role -it: try ichanisrii of ---

th:rought. The Ptychical:entities-.-which- seem

to i7.Tre- elenr_ntS 'in. .throught _are, certain,
_signs- and more or lets ,Clear which c,';111

be '-voItintafily' :reProditeed-and-ccinbiried'..!' _
_

.
land, further, -"The, above mentioned= elements

are, oase-i-Of
_

type: COnVenticinai . other tignt
haVe ,to be .sought fOr more. laboriously Only

n' a- secondary :Stage,, when- the mentioned
associative play. is sufficiently establish,

and can be, reproduced at "' If- Einstein''s
procedure i0. representative of "intelligerit4
reasoning, we may be strangling the potential
of our brainpCwer 'systernaticallyiby. forcing. -
our youth to...think priMatily with .yerbal and

numerical signs:
(Arnheim,,

O

O
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IntrbductiOn

Origin Of -Broble
.

conterdPo,rary United States educa#on there is a growing Move-

-

merit toWkd the incorpceation of a visual domiluinication system into
.

'the curriculum.. 'Studies have-been reported and theories developed
. ..
'te all the

ravOrable toward this movement. .Yet, published:.

accounts, -certain basic -and -CPsential- information regarding the visual

language is lacking (at least from the -empirical-standpoint).

If visual communication iTsto be -tauglit, iised, and evaluated
.

,-

:the classroom7 it is irapk-atiVe that the Visual language Upon which

visual coMmunication is 'based, be understood'.

net be-based solely..'on theoretical insights that indiVidUals may .de-

Velop. Rather, this'underseanding 'mu...St evolve from Objective evalu-

fations'bf .the characteristics of the visual language."` Once the under-
.

standing of the visual. language tadooMplised, -then, and only- then

may, Visual comiriunication. realize its full potential in The classroom.

In 'a-rather extensive'-evaluation of bilingual ,schooling in the-
.

United 'States, /1ndersson arid. Boyer (1970,. p. 73) contend tliat, "

langUage is the bedrock-of .American elementary education:" This con-

tention poses a severe handidap to the three-four million children

from -non-English speaking I-lorries.

\s- "the non-English. speaking Child who has typically.

live,the critical' firtt fiVeyears of his life,
O

"

1.-
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in a language and -a culture:different .f-rom

those-he-ekOuntbri-as -he- entet4School in-
eVitably suffers a culture shecic. TO be sure,
most administrators :and eachers' -try their 'best

in English to -make- such -a child- feel Acem.,-.

fortable and- Welcome . Bowever , .the -ektent
that. EngliSh is the only rifedinin 4f dOirpunica-7,_

. :tnn and chiles language i-banne44rowh;,,
the classroom and JrOund, -he, inevitably
feels himSplf to be .a: stranger.. Only aS_he;,

succeeds in Suppressing-hiS. language
titiral .way of behaVing and in aSSIIMing'-'a new
and- unaccustomed fole,doeS" he feel the full
wapith -oZ approval. In ,subtle_ and not-so subtle
ways,he is wade to thinkhes-iS inferior
English Speaking:, children and that -his -parents
are inferior to'EngliSh-speakerS in -lie community.

4mderssen and`"-Boyer, 1970, ,Pp

t 0

ti

- ye

43 -44)

Simi lest statements have also; been, Made with specific- concern for th
, ,

native chAdren, (Indian, ,Eskimo, and Aleut) of the United ,States
/

lb.

-(Sa isbury, -1967)'.

In investigating the- linguistic characteristics of Negro ghetto
,
.thilaren; Baratt 41969; p. 199) 'concludes, "The-Vegro,',child, isSpeak-,

ing' a signiticant4 different langua ge. from that of his .middle ,class
. ..teachers." Thus, the children of taratz! work quite logically can be

.

combined with -the childZen. of AnderOon arid. B.Oyer s s .This
.

hination tends. to intensify the magnitude-ok. the -di.fificulties. imposed

.

el

by the use of ,English,as the 'sole. medium of communicationWithin the

classroom.

t "
'One.Solution to these difficultiesis .the approach advocated by -

Andersson and Boyer (1970), i.e., developm9nt.Of more and better

o

.- 2
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ptograms. While. then& is niuch°,eVide.hce to 'support the-bi-
4. -

lin4ualpoSitiOn there are also seine' tidestionS' that-can be raised._
- .0..

Ai lde.rSson arid Boyer .(1970)., Salisbury ,(19617,);.,.-an'..d'Baratz (1969): .
. .. -N

< ,
seep. to -1.,e saying that there are many -Children :tato, 'becauS of their -'

- ... W. /..
cultural. backgrounds, have difficulty ii,-1,,cojlifpnicating,Within,the elasS-7

Further,-they maintain, these difficulties arisePrimatily',7b-, .

`f 1

_cause ,English is, used exclUSively: HOwever, *Olt (1968): -netes that
.

many; children (without specifying.cultural backgrounds)-,have difficulty

-in..cleveloping writing skillS -bedatiSe language-patttrnS -(riot
4

necessarily English) they ,h-aVe developed. ThUS, problemt of communi-

Cation in the classroom.are riot. s,i:inply restricted' to c.hildreri frem non-
.

English sp. eking hones. While communality of language Kriay be a Pre-

reciuTiSite :for communication, .it aoet'ft*not nec. a'rilyfollep that a '
. .

cOmmon language wall automatiaaAy. lead. to effectie.-communication
.,

GIs "Gallad4Y. observes:

Communication is successful when the teacher and
the pupil agree on the interpretation 'that should
be put. on th-e-inessage': -perfeet.dommuniCation is
r.arely achieved, -however-, becaute.wOrds_ are at .
best: nediating syrnbo IS between the:expressed in-
terit.of .an inner state of .being-and the achieved
affe&E -they elleit.

(Galloway,-, 1970; p.
i1

In loOki.ng at restrictions, in Conviunication brought about -through

'linguistic Modes, SchWalmnoteS that:

Differences' in language, customs, ..religaciris,
. .

*
°
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-and- technologi-cal-development can be a for-
midable- barrier for a linguistic, sfistati, of
so6mmUnication. As we develop -and utilize

-cortiminica;dox as an instrultekrtof
cultural penetration andassimi):,atiOnl, the
barriers can' be eased to alloi4 corf!miriicatipn
between alt1 levels' of culture to all races.'

7
-(Schwalm, .1970; -49)-.

Thus 'Schwalm woul&maintainsthat theTaormiUniCation difficulties en-
-

coUntered in the ciasSroOm -.can be resolved, at leastin part, through
.

the'Use Of "Visual commaniCation". ;...

Hold this v:Solution is to,=be:accoMpliShed4is m&e theoretical
.

thary,empiricakin -nature" Ale in lArge partto' the ladc of einpitidal

data, three 'rather ,poSitioNns-have "emerged. with regard- to the

Clencept'Sok visual communication.. One.-of these positions is that 'visuals-- -

can should be usect_as a primary 'node of communication. -This cen--

.tendon, is -.6PitomiZedby'Drefuss...(12969) .Whi 'he 'states
,

As. airplanes-bee-pile faster and the _world- grows
, smaller the iiieed for nations- to coninunj.cate'
easily among- themselves becomes increasingly a.

acute.. Esperanto and: other artificial languages
fgr,, try bridge thiS

municatioris- gap. But SymbolS May ultimately .

provide the answer. .I_SaS7 ultitely -because
there is stirl resistance in our highly. Verbal
.society to abandoning words, &ii .pidkures even
when we klow the words: will-not -be -underStOod.-

-(Dreyfuss, 1969, 16),

In' the same article;.Dreyfuss goes on to provide evidence, albeit non-'

-qualitative, that Visual symbols baVe been used as commbnicatioh suc-

cesSfully.across various culture's.

- 4 -
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Another popular position is that 'visuals should,be used as a leat"

ping tool in the acquisitionsition verbal.skillS-
,

ToOr communication- skills in the 'culturally
deprived' .student can- he* reMedied when a
ivisuallanguage' is cipphasi7,ed through the
use of -.camera:and pictures.; -Such experiences,
wh'eti'aacompaniecl by -verbzilf.and 171gua,ge in ter -
action, make i .pessible 'for the inner-ci

Child to .!hove toward the abstract level of
symbolic reality and, thus,, toward verbal

.

literacy. 4 ,
(Thelen,. 1969, Abstrcii

,Similar statements can be-found. bisewhere.7in.the literature Jarothin;.*

t.

1970; Wallace, 1971Y..

The third'- position. with regard to visual communication could he

; .
labeled as "cautionary"- An- example of thiS .position is found in the

writing ekDv,ibitin. In disctiSing the numerous occasions where "Claims'.,

or a major breakthrough in education had been.more closely associated
, ,

ro -

commercial publishers- than with. factuaI'dab, Dworkin (1970)' id.1111-:

If visual, literacy is the sound- and ins.a ery
of a- neW-banciwagen and no more, maybe, .e
should_ Wait for the next one. - Which-surely
is on -its way; perhapS4, 'Olfactory literacy'.
is next,-duly heralded' by committees and
letterheads, with don.ferenced* supported by
manufaCtuters of perfume or -glue-or
lizer;

.(Dworkin, 1970,-p. t8);

Whichever of the.three positionS-WilieVentUaliy be proven to be

the Most-valid, one point' can .definitely be made - there is a trend.

in' American education toward more and more Incorporation'of visual

"

.

4'.
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oammunicationcinte.the clatSroom: ThisToint is- substantiated by:
. o

41) the'growing number
ofpropoSed-curricOlums built around visual

communication (Smith, 1971; Culhane, 1970; Flynn, 1970; Robinson;

7'
1970; Rehoe,.1970; Rnudsoni,a970; Link, 1970; HanoSek,41970,. and;

Ashmead, 1970,04 the well respected Jeurnal'of.TyPographid-Rdsearch

changing its-name to-VisibleLanguage in order to reflect .whdt the

editor feels'is the current trend, and.; (3) the formation; of a na- 0

,.
,

N
-

tional organization to study andisperse information 0 obut educational

.

.

. .
. ._ , .. *..

implications of visual.communi6ation:

However, if visual coinunit3ation is to realize its full potential,

<

it becomes necessary to understand the natute_of the visual laguage

II_

a language Which must .exist if, communication yith visuals exists.

Without:such an understanding a teacher trying to evaluate a student

.

produced
like_a teacher trying to evalOpte a Writteri&M-,

.r,.,- :
position and .not knowing the'langUage in:whiCh the oompotion

Written.
0"

Despite the fact that LaDue-(1967) and Rifkin (1968) used the'

term "visual language". in the titles of their dissertations, neither

one of them defined "visual language''..-. excep_t in q limited operational

This lack of definition ft guite,;understandable-when one,don7:

siders,that no,standard of delineation. on the, characteristics -of the
p,

visual language haS ever been agreed upon. What'does exist are

1.

-

.1
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various, theoretical positions/- the mire popAa.v ofwhich.shallinow e
. \ '.

- .
.. ...

. .
considered. \ - -

. : *

. \ . .- ..... .

If you.sondex how- some communication act might,
be managed visually{ thintt.of theverbal "node
and- ask 'yburSelf if "ther, 1.s-,a useful paraliel.,,

, - Over and. Over :adainf, ,ir myself have.foupd Luse -' . ..
ful 'fiaratels arid' I AchOW there 'aid. visual rhymes,,. visual` puns,'vistiaLmetaphor_s-, and, in fact, r
perhapSa visual cOUnteitart for; every
.aspect of, the _zerbakinadel. 1

(Debes, 1'969', i5. 5) . .

.
. .

Tne position- o. Debes- that the visual language, is the _same' in'form'
. . , ..

as the_ yer)41 _larigwge is the most popular position'foundlri the.,.
, . ,

relevant, literature. Some of the rea:sons for this popularity wriuld
.

appear to stem from thre rather diverge: sources - Stikicturn-=
,

.11
*

. ,
gdistic, transformational grammar, and -fhb. philosophical ViorkOf 1,

, :.
Turbayne. ,

,,
.StrUctural linguistics, as posited by Fries c1962) maintains

- that almost, any 1:79i-a ca; assume _ny grammatical role: 13y adapt` g
.

,..- '4'''.7--- ,* . t

this position, to visuals, it becomes unnecessarl',/ to identify`visual
_

# ., -. -

-. '. "verbs':, '-objects", or 'subjects". the,role. of acparticular visual,
- . ..

- 4--. ..

element 'being determined by the use for which the visual "i:; intended.,-
. ,..

One .particular aspect of the transfopnatiorzl grammar positioq,

deVelopeat by Cllomslcy _ 0:957y, is alsd.:of, particular twice. EsSeri--,

-tially., the' transformational positiOn maintains that thc4te exiVts with-
.

in a Language various categories of grairmatical structure (e.g.,

4-
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. . :

negatiVe -sentences, 'interrogative sentences) and that these categories .

foilm the .basis for, rules which- make'# possible to seiltenes:.,

fi.e.r:quk (1561): provides empirical.support for this 'argument. In' applying.

.1
this, position 1b visuals, i:t cot:ad-be argued that children, having.

. !

once learned trig basic visual "categories" presumably at a rotling agq;

ard $14Pabie of generating various' types of visual statements; -'

.
,

the single most influential 'work with' regard to a verbal

.

. . . .

model for visual langui, ?. has been ,the theoretical -Writings, of
,-

! . ,

. :
.

A 8,

--Yiarbayfie *(1969)... TUrbayne:has developed a ther corhpi-ehensiVe argil- ,

-.4.1

merit.' for the evolution of' the visual Tanguage-'from theverbal inbc.1 el.
. . .

\ , .. :

The complexity_ of -Turbayne'e theory precludes any, short, fair discus -`,. .

pion. Sufficp to say that Turbayne provide thedrOtical support for
,

0,

. ..
the-foilowing.-hy.pothesis:
--,_ ' G

' ..the visible world is a script, presented
,in alphabetical form, which we have to learn
*t.9 re,44. In looking at the ancient problem
'of how we. see, we must first 'consider the con:.
ilict of cortEmii_.sense vS. ,illusien in our

.,,.

.
..

v.; . i of what-we see, Man learns

-..te- decode a complex code7of vision,' lahich
.i

1 .includes- b.rigi-gin.g:ithe gulflbeb.yeen a written

t.. 4` language and' a spoken language (both - called,

.. ; 4-for exampl.e,"English") as well at between

vOuals-and- tactiles. Seeing is-modeld-
DLY9n .Ireiding; painting, sCulpture, and *

Dholqgraphy are..mod0ec...1 on writing .- and-are-.
forms`i.of. writing 'in- visual language. . .

- .

-7c. , ... (Turbayne, 1969,- p. 34fi)
A -

" J,,.
a %IR

.0 ' ..
4 . . .. .

' . . A'
f '---

. .....,./ ' .. L

; , \ .

.."

6

,
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One-of the:contentions of TurbayneSs that visualt are signs not.°
. .

.\
. . ..-,-

i . /-
,reality. inde words are also.not, reality, it logically follows that-

the 'verbal *del provides one of the best ways. to: .examine -visUal signs.

Guerin ('1970) modifies this ;contention when fie...States:
. . . ..........,......'....---r.'4,------ - \ . ' T .

''------1...'^ '' here is 'Where verbal lit:raCy and visual%

literacy 'part Company_ and the analogy breaks

,dc:A . The r Son for the divergence. is tha

sthey work di ferentiy. They_stan for rea ty
in .cli ,feren't Ways --, the verbal is ariiitr,

rst...loe learned. :- - -.

-

/
-. -.. - :(Guerin, 1970, p-.--6)-

I

Guerin: goes ronito- note, however;

0

- :if the ViSual. .symbol'.s cues.-are very o scure,

. , it begins to ,fal1 into. the very same' category

as the "verbal moda. We must learn- it as we
3 -learn a -Word. The verbal mode works .by agree--

meat and.by associations and 'certain visuals

=Work pretty-mUcirthe Same way'.
. .

',- -:;_.'- ,., .:(Guerin.,: 1970-,.j5 :5'7).

l'huS,,*Wbe.a.- visual is what Knowlton (1966)- might classify as an
.. , . 4,-.* . '

. )4'
analOgical picture,.Gueriri would seem to agree witit_Turbayne. ..flowetip.r;

. ".;:. ...

. . -
, V when. the visual is a ealistic yisu.al, Guerin believes -that the visual-
O O - .. . !,..x,:

'' verbal., parallel breakS down - contrary to the poSition. maintained by
- .. - ..

.

. n.-,- ,,.

hotot everyone totally agrt.:,.es that the verbal model fits the vistial
, . . , , .?-. .1 : .." .. . . 0 .. '

language: .7F r.. e.xei.nple, Traver (1964) notes that:
..

'. .; . zo,. - ., ..

'. . ...-, . . -. -..:',.44:". -.--.. - ,7 -.z._:-- *--.7--.:'

'---arcr-macle, in terms, of zhb.tic.thes and intuition
. -rather than set of -Well,-defiin ter- well, - defined '

. t.. of
-- :- ::- .

:. -9,
o

0
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production principleS...4.To'refer to this
.(learning from visual _stimuli). as -a- lan-glan-guage hardly seems useful....and may obscure
an important -difference between linguiStic
an nOn-linguistic learning:when otherwise

- defined;
-(Trairep., 1964,, pp: 145, 1.21-22),

Iri developing a thebry of multiple-image communication, - Perrin
; -

(1969)* SuggestS "that, while visuals- can and have been used in ways
.

analogoUS tO the 'verbal trade, therA.are ways in. -which visuals can be

used for which there are no verbal counterparts. Chen (1972, p. 24)_,
. .

in corioaring Visual and verba syMbolg in relation., to thirteen-design
*- - I . . . - . .

4. .

feat&es shared by ail spoken-languages of 'the world; concludes that,
_

/ . 1-_,

ft is possible that Visual symbols here design features which. are
y. ?. --

unique.tp them and are not shared by verbal symbols."

4 ,41

Along asii lac line-Of thought,. ryluck, States :
-Proponents ofthe aesthetic approach attempted

to develop the idea that film was a Unique
language, but they'.narrowed- their view' unneces-
sarily by attempting a rule -bound grarrmatical
approach; in their search' for.the 'correct'
way' of using film,. trk evolVed normative
Statements'*ich were quickly negated by

- example.. It would appear that a more useful
orientation could be borrbwed from the des-
crititive linguists as they, begin to describe
any new (to thcfn) language. 'They first accu-
mulate ad.]: Of. the distihdtfons that they as:7
criminate, and only then evolve frbm a
guagb as -it is used a set of categories which
are _Susceptible "to some kind of test. The
use of pre-:eliis ting categories designed for
other purposes can obscure the categorical
elisoreWncies that exist between symbp*1 sys-.

terns.
(Pryluck, 1968, pp. 375-76), IV -

14



. ,
'sPrYlbdic then goes tin to deVelop a rather comprehensive model to find,.. - , . . . 0.- . .- ._.. --. . . . . ,
wdys in which- filmic communication can be studied. Since _film can be

.
interpreted as a sequence of photographs, prkuck.devotes,. quite a bit
of time in, examining sequerling characteristics. While what Pryluck

pr3poses to _4oups of photographs, what of individual

4 Ptxtre?:

'4'. Barley (1969) has suggested that: the 'processes invOlved1/4Taith inter-. . _

,.. ... ,.. .
.

. . .
.i-- ,

4 preling and.creatinqvisual Sequences may be-different from those in- J.. .
-

Velired with single visual units such as,a.single photograph. If this
incredulous,is the-case, then it would not be tip.° i to 6-peculate that *s

ri,
It: .
r., th, "visual language" of a single photograph may be different "frOM the
e.' 4 Y

"visual language" of a series of photographs. '14-1 it is th , while.,.
-- -- 0 .

. Pryltick searches tor syntax in the sequence of visuals, .Narasimhan
.0. -

X1965) uses the computer to search for syntax within individual _photo-

.graphs:

The exact characteristics Of the visual language*, in sh'ciort,: are

_not clearly established. :If the_visual-langurige is an artificial lan-

guTage, then, perhaps, the expressed theoretical differences are not

to impor.tant - since all that would be required .would be a set .of

arbitrary ruleS which visual communication must follow in order to be. 0.

Valid. If, on the other hand, the visual language is a. natural lan-
. .

4jUdge,. then the rules goVerning the use of visuals cannot be_arbitrarily

established, but must -be* sought after.
4.

C
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Definition of Terms

Within the context 'of the present paper,' .dertaircterms .are_ used
. .

which-have imany.possible interpretations.

$ ,

finitions used in the formative .stages of
* - ,

Loge
at

.

-These terms, el.ong with de-

the present.study, are listed

Cierationally, a language isidentified by the presence of:
.

A vocabulary (a-group of = symbols)

2-- A syntcak(the manner iriwhich_the_voaabulary-maybe-a-r'anged)
(Hodgkit*ilar 1970)

Visual Language

rationally, a visual

1. A visual vocabulary

language is identified by the presence of:

(a group of photographs ant paintings)

2. A visual syntax (the-manner which the visual vocabulary

may =lie arranged)

,§7.ntax.

-

n0

-cberation'ally, a syntax is identified by the existence of two

-,conponents:

.

.1. Relatedness (e.g., elements pf the vocabulary which tend to

appear-to4ether)

2. Operators (e.g.,:arrangement or order of elements) (Bolinger,

1968)

- 12. -
ti
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:Visual Syntax

. Operationally, a Visual syntax is identified when:.

1: Giveri a set of photos and the instruction- to -create -visual
s-toriea,- certain denim subsetl,.ok photos' occur --together.

2. Far each subset of photos, certain Orders will occur Whose
frequencies ofoccurrence are: not accountable by Ohance.

It cannot .overstated that visual language is percieyed

being quite distinct from verbal language. _Similarly; visual syntax

(as, above) is distinct from. verbal Syntax. It should be noted

_that- this posit ioh is contrary to that taken by Debes (see ,previous
-

e-et:1611)6 by Pkefaeing linguistic -terns

pliers, and puns) with ,the word "visuals does not Make.a visual syntax

Viaual metaphor, and visual .puns synonym?Us.4.4th syntax, metaphors,

andippls: One of the-.major reasons. why -!!visual syntax" shoiald'no-t be
et ,

Considered the sang_as "syntax" lies in 'the inherent differences be-. . : . .

tween a picture unit and a word unit. iturbayne (See previous' section).

.. --
:maintains that pictures-and words are similar in that they are both

...
. . ..

representations of reality. Hocaerer; Turbayrie fails to distinguish

the sign characteristics of photos froin the syrrbolie characteristics
. ..

of words. .It. is basidally this distinction that leads Chen and Guerin
. ...., .-

(see..ptevious section) to conclude that there are significant differences

between the elements and characteristics of the visual language and
.

. ....
the.eiements and characteristics of the verbal language.. -

r 7'13

t
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Scope. 'of the Present .Study /

The-present study was designed specifically to investiWte visual
. _

syntax as operationally, defined above. conseguentlyt_generalizations

would not be justified with regard to broader topicSsuch.as Visual'

language, vfisual7communication, and visual literacy. -In addition,

atteupts to make comparisons between visual'SyntaX and syntax (and

other similar verbal indices) would not be,appropriate.

it
,-

Strandberg and Griffith (190). provide evidence which indicates
-

that hoa an individual responds. to a visual is related to the degre-

ZtOVA-iicli the. individual can identify with the visual, Since the photos
.

.
. .

, . -. . .

in the initrument used in the.prosent study do include females aryi
,

I' . ,

'

"
minority group membersit was decided,to regtrict the sample to white

males scras to-reduce-1556-15unding. This.sampae restriction
,

_..prohAbits generalizations to groups other than white'males:

The photos selected by the publisher to make up the instrument
-

-cd, were chosen .on the basis of common underlying themes, There-.
OW

.14#e, the findings' of the present study can .only be generalized tb-sets'

of photoS.similariyconstriicteci and-not to sets of,phOtos created by

--another'-procedure such a. s randomization.

Probian

The validity and ultimate usefulness" of communication with visuals

.

is dependent on whether there exists a visual language, An, examination

- 14 -
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of the research on children's art reveals that there is much similarity

.

between theart_of children from all over the 'world. This would tend

to argue for the exiftence of a common visual vocabulary-among ahil-

dren ofVarious,cultural backgroundS (Kellogg and O'Dell, 1967)..
.

. ...
. . .

Wing _ascertained that there is at least a core Of visual vocabulary,

;

the existence Of a visual language would seem to be dependent On the
1 4, 0 . , : '--

existence of a visual syntax.

The notion of a single visual syntax is confounded by the findings

-or TraVdrs 11910): ESSentially,_Travelts found that children of higher

grades (e.g., 6th grade) tend'-to differ from children of lower grades
: er - '

le.g.,1st grade) in their response to visuals. Thus, what might be

'identified as a visual syntax exhibited by, children of higher grades

Amy differ from the visual syntax of children of lower grades given _

the same visual elements.

to be Investigated

In the present study, a methodology will be developed to assess

the visual syntactical characteristics of sequentially composed visual

statements. In addition, the study will examine the stability of the

visual syntax across taco different grade levels by looking at similari-

ties and differences of the visual syntax from two grade levels. 8pc-

cifica4ythe present study Will:

15
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%

1, Test for the existence of a visual Syntax. (as' operationally

'defined above) by means of a Latent,Partition.Analy'sis

1pr,-et al, 1967) anclachi7solguare

A gxamine the stability of visual syntax across grade levelg'

'by looking at similarities,and-difference^s of the visual

syntax exhibited by students from two difference grade

o.

O

O

-

- 16 -
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Method

0 ;

.;

O

The subjects used in.the present studyyere.100'white"Malefir'St.
A.

grade students and 100 white male eighth grade students selected from

the Erowar 'County Plablic School System of FlOrida...The subject's were

selecfted on the basis of availability, and, thus, should not be re-
.

gaided as a .truly raiidoth sample.

Instilment

Photo Discovery Set 2, developed by Eastman Kodak, u6s used in

.

the present study. this set consists of twenty-Six, three and one-
.

half inch by three and one-half inch,'blackand white photographs whose

contents vary from children fishing to a child blowing up a balloon.
e -

Photo identification numbers:were written (in a random fashion)

on the bad. of each_photo-for-faciiitation-A-d0a recording. A

copy of the Photo Set, diSplayed.as it was before the Ss, along with

dh photo's I.D;'number is'found in Figure 1.

Procedure .

Eadh S wad tested individually. -The S was seated at a table and

.shown by the E (via

photos used in the exam

le) how to make a-story with pictures. The

were not used in'the actual study (see

-17.-
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Figlire 2) . The example was the same for all Ss. ,The subjeft was then

old that he would be shown some picture's and.thathe was to make

"picture stories ". with them.. Thc S Was also told that .he could make

each story as long or as short as he wanted. Inconnection with this

point, it was stressed that there were. no wrong stories - that any

story the.S made would be correct. The E also explained that each

"picture could_only be used once and that it would not be necessary

use all of the pictures.

to

. ,.
. .

Aftbr answering any.queStions regarding the task, the E placed
-.'

'.. 4
the pict'n-es from the Photo Discovery Set on the table` in the pattenn.

. .

shown in Figure 1. After ascertaining that the S could see each of

the pictures, the SIWas, told to start making "picture stories" and to

tell the t when cach,story was completed. When a story was completed,
.

the E removed the story from the table in such a way as to retain theQ.
. ,

(

\
order of the photos within the-story. This procedure continued until

the S stated that there were no more, stories he wished to make or

until all the photographs had been used (for a verbatim account of

the procedure, see Appendix A).

After the S had left the experimental setting, the E i3Corded

the S's stories by recor4ng each photo As I.D. number on a response
,

sheet. The format of the response.. sheet was such that, it was poss'igke. .

1..

to determine the order in which the stories were 4-eat , the order

-18-
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of photos within eadh story, and the photps that-were not used ,(for an

%.examopDe of the response sheet, see. Appendix 13).

Anal 8i.s-

.

By placing certaijhhotos together, the S is sorting, the pnbta-

graphS on the basis of some subjective component which presumably
..... -

could*be lahelogl "theme".:*This is,analobgclus to an F-sorting piocedure

/c., .
*".k. .

and,

.

thereore, can be'arialyzed by a Latent P.artitionAnAysis (for a
. .

description of the Latent Partition Analysis,. see Appendix C). The

Latent Partition Analysis (LPA), when used over all Ss,establishe§: .

1.

.4 0

the number of common Underlying themes within the Photo Dis-

covey Set,

2. the internal consistencies of these themes,
0 * 4?. -

3.
W

the degree to which these themes are confused with each other,

".then can be used to evaluate which photographs were put together

:(Bolingei, 1968).

Pryluck (1968) provides the concept that was utilized to evalu-

ate the order aspect of visual syntax. Pryluck suggests that the

ordering of pictures is'best evaluated through probability. Thus, for

exmitale, while three pictures may occur together, there are six pos-

sible combinations of the three.pictures. Only certain of these comr
.

bunations are expected to occur more than by chance. In the verbal

- 19 -
0
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Imx1e14-this-wUld-be analogous to having three elements (for example,
z.ss

,kr

4'

-b4d-eats -cat") and recording the ways in which the elements go to-
. . 4

gether. With the elements,."bird-eats7cae,°certain combinatiOns tend

to Occur more frequently thamothers. For example, "cat-eats-bird"
, .

,

will probably occur uore fieqUently than "eats-idat.7bird". If certain

orders :occur more than chaQceyou4Hallow, then it can be. concludes
.

t*specific r .ationships exist between the elements, thus, satis-
.

fyiAgthe order iequirement for-Visual syntax.

It should .be noted that the Latent Partition Analysis.aoes'not

.k

evaluate order. It thus beqame necessary to do an additional analysis

to examine order characteristics. This was to be'accomplished
13

by .

.

first taking those:pictures which, by the results of the Latent Par-

k* 6 .

gi Eition Analysis, occurred together; and, then,'examining, via a Chi-

Square test, the probabilities of the observed orders of the pictures.

'If clear latent structures emerged from the Latent Partition Analysis,

and, if"the Chi-Square analysis yielded significant orders, it was to,

be concluded that a visual syntax does exist at least for the photos

used. However, because of certi.in circumstances described in Chapter

Sithe Chi-Square test was subsequently eliminated.

By dividing the sample according to grade levels (i.e., first

and eighth grades), and examining the data from each group in the above

described fashion, it was possible to compare the differences and

4
24
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4.

1 .

siMilarities of the groups in relatipn to the visual.. syntactiCal char-

O

acteristicS of the' observed visual statements.

e

4,6

4.
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Results. Ress--ol ,
,,,

. .

-First Grade Pel.qednetS J - .
* i r

---
Latent Partition

,,

.-ialyses ,..re conducted on the bicture storie---s-
, .

,...

for both. the fIrst grade groUp and the eighth.. grOup: The fat&t.
0 .4 N'

.

structure matrix .(Phi) far the first grade .group is found' in Table 1.
'CY... .., 4

S al

The numl.,-.r of latent categories: was calculated .by using an egenvalite
,

i
.

of 1:00 a's.ya-utoff leve,l.

Wnile the loadings in the Phi, netrix,areth;oretical probaoilities.
--- , . .. .,.. .. .,

of occurrence; the Phi matrix can be interpreted as being analodu.s. 'to..
7 't . I a

a factor structure matrix. Thus, the matrix in Table 1 indicates that

six laient categories ,.(or factors) were the basic structures', used by

...first graders to create their visual statements. The photos conStitu-
.

ting each of the latent categories are found in Table 2 (thesea3p

ehotoi that loacied .40 .or higher on the respective category) . -It.,

noted that the orders of the latent structures as they appear
\ . . r .

in TableiCkand 2 are no intei-pretive iMpont4nce.

An additional item Of potential value. to. be fount in Table 1 is
0 .

. . . . . ..
the concept of zunbiguity. Ambigility in Latent Partition Analysis
. 4 z . .

"".

refers toan item (o'rtin the Rreseni". -study - a.photo) which sloes not.
T. .

.

have a high loada:ng on one particular category, but rather, tends L.9
. . , . .

have moderate to high loadings ort two or 'tore categories (Miller, et al.," . I .

4.

lir

4

1967),

fr - 22 -
.4f(
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TABLE 1

LatI,4 StruCt.ure ktati.ik for First Grde

'Phots:)-
I.'D. . 1 T 2

A .

16

3 4 5 6
.88 .01 .04 .*02 .08 .05

4

15
23

' 7 .00 1.01
11 .00 , .98
171 , -:05 A97
2L .04 .95'
12 .08 .67
'2 . .12 .57

19 .05 .55

..: 6 .02 .11 .90
'24. -' .05 .15, .86
.9 -, .06 .03 .7.%
13 .-..01. )06 .72

14 . 0 3 .12 .62

'1

10
5

14.,
3

8
20

.80, .09. ..02 --.00
:76 .04":..02" :00

26' . .71 -1.08 .03- .02
22.` .71 .02 :02. .05 --

N4925 .. ..69. .02. .03 -.01

13 .05 :04. .14
.03 .10 .20

:26 .05 .02 .01, .55
..22 .12 .05 .08 ,..50
:36 .13 .03 -.01 .48
.37 .11 .:03. -.03 .45

.11 .06
.10 .07

.08 -.02
5.07 .04
0 -.04
.02 --;.01
.05 .0-2
.005 .05
,.12 .06

-.11 .00
0.195 - .01
.09 .03
.07 .00
'.24 .04*

.01 . -.00
-.03 .05

.,13 -.00
-.04 -.01
,..10 -.01
.05 -.00 D-
.04 .07

.01' -.02 .06

.05 ..03
.08 -.02 .03
.06 .05 .00
.07 .05 .08

.65 .02 .08

.62 .03 .07

.06

.05

.04

.14

'.13 .14 .44
.10 .09 .17 .42

92

;yr',

k

C

0'

le

' I

0
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A

data-in Table 1 thus indicates that, for the first grade group,

photos were not ambiguous - with the photos 10, 5, 14, and 3

roaching,whatMight be termed atbiguous.

In Latent Partition Analysis, the concept of confusion pertains

the probability, averaged over Ss, that any two distinct items

otaS) from any pair of latent categories will be placed together

A future sorting. TOle 3 indicates the confusion between latent

cries for the first grade group. The diagonal entries can be Pin-

reted as an indec of cohesion for each latent category - the higher

value, the more cohesive the categbry. >The off-diagonal entries-

the probabilities of confusiori between the latent categories. (Tae'

silayirange for entries in this table is .00 - 1.00.) 'It can be

from Table 3 that the chances for confusion between categories are
/

.

existent.-

It should be noted that the index of confusion .is mathematically

pendent from the jndex of ambiguity. Conceptually, however, the

indices would seem to be related. For example, if a latent cater

is composed of several items that are ambiguous, then it would

to boll& that that category would have a high probability of

confused with other categoes composed of 'a number cf the same

26

28
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TABLE 3

Confusion Matrix for First Grade

1 2 3 4 , 5 6

1 A.83 .00 ..00 .00 .00 .00

2 .00 .75 .00 .00 *.00 .00

3 .QO .00 .98 .00 .00 .00

. 4 .00 .00 .00 1.01 .00 .00

5 .00' .00° .00 .00 .97 .00
-Si

6 ° .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .93

4

.

7 77

.29



First Grade Operators ,(Order)

0

a

t.

In examining the order effect, it shOuld,be kept in mind that

the loadings in the Latent Category.Natrix (Table 1) are theoretical

.pre.babilities-of futoccUtrence. It thus becomes possible to have
_Ar

adatent categoryiclearly defined by rve or six items (photos) and

yet have relatively few Ss that used all of the Items_together.

As previously stated, the order effect, os to be examined By

Jneans'of a Chi-Square test. However, the unpredictable length (unpre-

dictable prior to the LED) of a number of the resultant latent cate-

gories would have made the results of a Chi-Square test meaningless.

In calculating the Chi-Square, evaluations are Made on the difference

between theoretical frequencies of occurrence and observed frequencies

of occurrence. In calculating the theoretical frequency, the formula

is:

, 1 the number
the number .of items I

x
of observations

' t

In the ease of Latent Category 2:

x 36 (number ofiSs using all 7 items together)
7!

or'

.007 = theoretical frequency

With such a low theoretical frequency, any order would prove to

be statistiudly significant using a Chi-Square test, .even if the

28
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Conse'quently, it was decided to handle the orders in a descrip-

tive fashion. Figures 3 8.preseht graphic representations of the

various orders for each latent category. The rankings of orders in

these figures was determined by simply examining the data of Ss who

glad used all the.photos.and recording the orders as they occurred.

Thus, Order 1 represents the order used by the first S found using

all photos in a given category.

'Eighth Grade Relatedness

The data from the eighth grade group was analyzed in the same

fashion as the first grade group. The latent structure matrix is

found in Table 4. While the latent structure matrix reflects four

latent categories (using an eigenvalue of 1.00 as a cutoff), an ex-

amination of Category 4 indicates that Category 4 is composed of
A

photos'witn only moderatetloadings. Usifig"a .40 cutoff level, only

three categories remain. These three categories.- along with the

photos which loaded .40 or higher on them - are found in Table 5. In

further examination of Table 4, it should be note that photbs 1, 8,

13, old 20 were ambiguous (as previously defined).

'fable 6 is the confusion matrix for the eighth grade group. It

can be seen from Table 6 that Category 4 does tend to be confused with
o

other categories (although the literature seems to regard confusion

a

- 29 -
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1 0

indiceS.pf less than 10 to be not significant). If Category 4 is

0

dropped from Table 6, the remaining categories are not confused with

each other.

J

0

-30.-
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FIGURE
..

Frequency of orders for Category 1 ....

(items loading' greater than .40) for First Grade

% of1
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Frequency of orders for Category. 2
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/ FIGURE 7

Frequency of orders for CategOky 5 .

*(Uterus loading greater than .40) for First Grade

100
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Frequency of orders for Category 6 4
(items loading greater than .40) foi`Virst Grade
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TABLE 4

C O

" Latent Structure Matrix for Eighth Grade

hat

0

T. ,1 . 2 3 4

26 .73 .05 .12 .06
16 .73 .06 .11 1.05 ,

22 .70 .07 .13 .06
5 .69 :05 .09 .08'

23 .67 .04 .10 .09
15 .65 .07 .od
14 .56. .23 .08 \ .14
5 .52 .26 .23 .21
le -.51 .16. .23 .27

.3 .41 .11 .18 .29

11 .09. .7,8 .17 .07
17 .07 .7.5 .17 .10
1 .115. .72° .08 .01

21 .07 .70 .13 .16
12 -.00 .65 .08 .13
2 .14 .52 .11 .26

19 .11 .50 .19 .05

eq
20 .17 .27 .19 .26

18. .22. .14 .68 .06
6 .20 ;.08 .65 .07

24 .14 .17 .61 .14

9 .02 .14 .48 .11
4 .12 .22 .45 ,17

13 .ag3 .12 .30 .28

.
1 .13 .21 .26 .33

8 _ ..26 .25 .25 .27

1

a

I
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C il'ABLE 6

Confusion Matrix for Eighth Grade

O

1 .

1 2 3 .4

1 ,89 .00 .00 .03

2 .00 .81 , .00 .01.

3 .00 : .00 .77 -.05
.

v,3
4. .03 ..01 -035. .52
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Eighth ;Grade 'Operators

Once again the length of. the latent categories made statistical

analysis, via the Chi-Square test, meaningless. -The graphic kre-

quency distributions, f orders for, each, category (ignoring

Category 4 for, reviously described reasois) are found in Figures 9



FIGURE 9

Frequency of orders for Category 1
(items loading greater than .-40) for Eighth Grade
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CHAPTER 4

Discussion and Conclusions

The two major purposes of the present study were; (1) to explore

the possible existence of a visual syntax, and; (2) to examine the

stain such a syntax over two grade levels.

.imitations of the Study

In order to gain the proper perspective on the following. conclu-

sionssions with regard to these purposes, the limitations of the present

. ,

study should be made explicit. Specifically, there were a number of

a priori restrictions built into the study., These restrictions, along

with their implications, are found in Chapter 1, under the heading,

"Scope of Study", and will not be reiterated at this point. Often,

in conducting research, certain unanticipated methodological problems

arise which could have an influence on the data that is collected.

Prior to the present study, a pilot study was conducted which served

to eliminate these methodological problems, with one notable exceptions,

At the.tine the study was initiated, there was confusion within

the local Board of Education with regard to claisrcom research. As a

consequence, it became necessary to obtain Ss whenever and wherever

possible. For example, a number of Ss were tested in a city park

during their Spring vacation. This lack of truly random selection

procedure limits, in the strictest statistical sense, generalizations

- 51 -
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that can be made beyond the sample used in the present study. Aside

-from this sampling restriction, no other methodological difficulties

were encountered. which, at least to the investigator would have

affected the results.

nsual Syntax

The existence of a visual:syntax was to be identified by two

charicteristics:

1. Given` a set of photos and theinstruction to create visual
stories, certain common subsets of photos will occur to-
gether.

AP

.2. -That for each subset of photos, certain orders will occur
whose frequencies of occurrence are not accountable by
chante.

The results of the Latent Partition Analyses (LPA) found in the

previous section indicate that there are certain subsets of photos

that are commonly used together in'the case of the first grade group,

there were three such subsets. The confusion matrices of these analyses

indicated that the subsets for both grade levels were cohesive and did

not tend to become confused with each other.

; 3

The fact that LPA could be used successfully to identify the

subsets of photos offers an interesting insight into the nature of visual

statements. The probability estimates of LPA are based on the assump-

tion that the basis for the sorting was similarity between items. If

the basis for sorting is a complimentary relationship between items,

-52-



then the resultant LPA probabilities would not make sense. For ex-

.angle, in constructing an English sentence, words are chosen which

compliment one another (i.e., a noun, a verb, and an object). Using

Latent Partition Analysis to analyze English sentences would result

in latent categories which would make no sense. Because-the latent

categories in the present study would appear to be logical in nature

(at least to, the author), it can then be deduced that visual state-

. -

'rents (suCh as those created in the present study) are not analogous

toqinguistic sentences. If linguistic paragrkts can be viewed as

groupings of sentences with similar content, then it might be argued

that visual statements such as those created by the Ss in the present

study are most liKe lingUistic paragraphs.

As previously noted, a statistical test of the orders of photos

for each latent category would have proven trivial. However, when

several hundred orders are possible and only a. few of these orders

are used (as in the present study), it logically follows that sone-

-thing-other than chance is operating.

The only questionable category, with regard to order, would

appear to be Category 4 in the first grade group. Tles category con-

sisted of two photos - one, a picture of a light switch being turned

on; the other, a picture of a light switch being turned off. Thus,

there were only two orders possible. One order occurred approximately
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52% of the time, while the other order occ4red approximately 48% of

the time. This would indicate that, for these .two photos, the first

grade Ss failked to demonstrate a meaningfully significant order pre-

ference. This conclusion is confounded, however, by the nature of

these particular photos. Ohe of the cues an individual can use to

4
determine it the light switch, is being turned on or .off is to read

the words "on" and "off" found on the switch in the photos. Unfor-

tunately, these words may not be obvious at an initial glance and,'

therefore, it is possible that some Ss simply did not notice the

labeling in the photos. The above discussion would seem to provide

an 'answer to the first major question- there.is a visual syntax which

has general characteristics ascribed to verbal syntaxlyy,Bolinger (l968).

AA,

Stability. of Visual Syntax

In examining the latent categoiies for the first grade and the

eighth grade groups, a number of similaritieS are found. For example,

in the three interpretable categories of the eighth grade Ss., two are

idea cal (in terms of the photos loading .40 or higher) to.two cate-

gories of the first grade group (Category 2 of the first grade; and

Category 3 of the eighth grade is identical to Category 3 of the first

grade). Themost frequently occurring order of the photos in Cate-

. gory 2 of the eighth grade group is the same as the most frequently

used order found in Category 2 of the first grade group. Similarly,
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the most frequently used order of the photos in Category 3 of the

eighth grade group is the same as the most freqUently occurring order

in Category 3 of the first grade group.

A careful examination of CategorY 1 of the eighth grade Ss re-

veals that this category is a composite, of Categories 1 and 5 of the

first grade Ss. This finding leads to interesting speculation. Per-

haps, the first graders perceive riding a bicycle as a complete acti-

vity, whereas, eighth graders perceive bicycle riding primarily as a

means of transportation - a way of getting from one situation to

another. Another possible explanation is that the first graders did

not attend to the bicycles found in the photos., where the major acti-

vity of-the primary-sUbjects was fishing (e.g., Photo 25)

Two categories (4 and 6) of the first grade group do not appear

t.O have counterparts in the results of the eighth grade grotap. It

should be recalled that Category 4 consisted of two pictures of a

light switch being turned either on or off; while Category 6 consisted

of two pictures --one of a television set being turned either on or

of the other, a photo of a television set with a picture on the,

sorgeIt is interesting to note that, these four photos. were am-

biguous in the eighth grade group. This would tend to indicate that

these photos, while regarded by the first grade Ss as being sufficient

as complete statements, were used by the eighth grade Ss as stipple-

mentary elements in larger visual statements.
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4 While the above statements tend to point out differences between,

`the first and eighth grade groups, these statements should not oversha-

dow the similarities which exist in the data. In general, the data

tends to support the concept that certain characteristics of the visual

syntax (as previously described) are utilized in similar fashion both

by first graders and eighth graders thus, indicating the stability

of visual syntax over grade levels and the potential efficiency pf

--visua-1--conmnication:

Summary

The data'obtairjed in the present study provides evidence for the

'existence and stability of a visual syntax.(as operationally defined):

There will be those who will reject theebncept of visual syntax as

defined in the present study. Hopefully, these indiVi.duals'.will be-

,

come sufficiently notivated to devdlop their awn definitions of visual,

syntax, with precision enough to allow for empirical examinations.

No matter what definition is eventually agree upon,.it should be

evident from the data that the structures underlying haw photographs

are put together is distinct from the verbal notion of syntax. It was

suggested that a visual statement is like a.peragraph, but this does

not mean that a single photograph is necessarily like a sentence.

Searching for a one to one correspondence between the visual mode and

the verbal mode would seem, at this point, to be an exercise in futility.
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Implications for Future Research

As is the
/case

with most research, the limitations of the present

study provide the most obvious guidelines for future research. It

should be remembered th4t white males were selected on the theoretical
0

gropnds that, haw a person relates to a series"of photos would affect

how hq uses those photos to create statements. One logical extension

f the present study would be to test that theoretical assumption by

4 the same set of photos with members of b'oth sexes and members

of'v
1

ous'ethnic groups.

The photo set used in the present study suggests furthers.areas of

research. As noted in the first chapter, the photos comprising the

set wlere selected by the publishers primarily because.)Lle pictures cen-
.

tered around certain themes. The question might then be raised, what

effect would therevbe if Ss were asked to create visual statements

from a random selection of photos that did not center around a parti-

cular theme? In examinin\g the characters in the photo' set, it should

be noted that they are white males. 'A further question thearises,

-what effect would there be if the characters in the photos were fe-
O

males, or black, or Chinese?

In addition to questions arising from variations in the content

of the photos, the physical properties and mode of presentation of the

photos provide another broad area for research. What effect would
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there be if the photos were in color as opposed lo black and white?
,001

Whatmould happen if the photos were presented one at a time? What

would be the effect of? projecting the photos? Variations along these

themes are almost infinite in number and, yet, such variations would

add considerable insight into the nature ofr*visualtommunications. A

further area of research.
,

could be centered around the possible Socio-

4

logical and psychological meanings of the visual statements.

'Does itmean anything whel .sne child creates a story in which the

3.

character begins by reading a story, book and falls asleep; and another

child, using'the same photos, has-the character wake upand start read-

ing? Is there a relationship between the visfrl statement a child

e's

rakes and his personality? These questions fall beyond the scope of'

the present study and would seam-to be a potentially exciting area

forfutureresearch.',,
-

In individual testing, such as was done:in the present study,

certain observations are often made which, because of the spontaneity

involved, defy careful documentation. Yet,'Such observations often

provide lines for potentially exciting new research. Such was the

case in the present study. While the Ss in th6present study were

not required to verbalize their visual stories, many Ss persisted in

verbalizing a story to supplement their visual statemLts. in six .1

such cases, within the eighth grade group, Ss were describing visual.
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71
statements that they had Made in which the photos of the light switch

had been used in a rather curious fashion (i.e., in the middle of visual
a

statements and, apparently, out of context). When it came to verbali-

zing the photos of the light switch, these six Ss made statements such

as, "He's turg off," "He's turning on," "The T.V. show turned him
C

off...." Thus, these Ss were using a symbolic interpretation despite

the non-symbolic elements of the photo. This potentially is a sig-
.

nificant finding, sinceost theories of visual communication have

tended to emphasize the realistic or symbolid nature Of the visual

and de-emphasize the interpretation of the-viewer (Knowlton, 1966).

It is interesting to note that such behavior was not observed in

.
the first grade group, however, since verbalization was not systema-

tically collected, it is impossible' to know if such symbolic interpre-

tation was totally devoid in the first grade Ss and, for that matter,

haw many more eighth grade'Ss made similar interpretations, but did

not verbalize.

The present data from this study indicated the existence of what

can be termed " visual syntax". However, if the present study has

succeeded in raising a number of questions - questions which must be

exploted and answered before the nature of the visual language can be
6

-

truly comprehended.
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APPEZD(, A

Verbatim Description of Procedure

"Hi, my name is Joe Clement and I wonder if you have a few minutes

to try out a new game?"

(AFFIRMATION BY SUBJECT)

Nood. Sit do in and- let me shod you how the game is played. What

you have to do is make stories just using pictures. Watch

(AT THIS POINT, THE E TOOK THE PHOTOS FOUND IN FIGURE 2 AND

tt

DEIANST HOW FOUR DIFFERENT STORIES COULD BE 2421DE.)

"Did you see how some of the stories were long and some were short,

and, sometimes, I didn't use all the pictures? That's one of the fun

thingS about this game any story you make is right. The only rule

in the game is that you can only use a picture one time. Do you under-
:

-stand?"

(ANY QUESTIONS 121 BY THE S AT THIS TIME WERE ANSWERED.)

"Okay, naa I'm going to put out the pictures you're going to get

to use to make your stories."

(FIGURE 1 SUOWS HOW THE PHOTOS WERE DISPLAYED.)

"Can you see all th6 pictures? Good. Now, remember, you can

make long stories or short stories. You don;t have to use all the

pictures. There's no time limit; you can take as much time as you want.

You can only use a picture one time. When yc finish a story, let me
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know and iI'll pick t; up to get it out of your way. If you run out

of- stories you want to make, let me know. Now, do you have any gues-. ---,

tions? Okay, rstart."

/
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APPENDIX C

Latent Partition Analysis
(um

From: Miller, D., Fawlkesv J. & Lampert, P. (Eds.), Elementary Teachers'
viewpoints of'classraam teaching and learning. University
of Wisconsin, 1967, Research Report to U.S. Office of Edu-
cation, Project No. 5-1015-2712-1.
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The data from a sorting experiment consist of several categoriza-

tions of a constant set of content units. Such data are the input for

latent partition analysis (LPA). The major objective of the analysis

is to summarize the data in such a way that the major similarities and

differences in the categorizations are made apparent. The 'first sumr

marizations of the data for LPA are iii the form of a matrix called S.

S = the joint proportion matrix

This is a resealing of the kind of matrix illdstrated in Chapter 1._

An.S matrix has as many rows and columns as there are content units.

All the diagonal entries equal 1.0. An S matrix is symmetric; each

entry below the diagonal equals the corresponding entry above the

diagonal. A number in an S matrix corresponds to a pair of content

units, and that the number is the proportion of sorters in whose cate-

gorizations that pair of.content units appeared in the same manifest

category.. An S matrix is a summary or reduction of the data or sorting.

experiment because the complete information about the Manifest cate-

gories cannot, in general, be reconstructed from S.

The rest of this section is devoted to explaining the features

and computations of IRA and, in particular, to showing the relation-

ships between, the features of the latent partition` model and the fea-

tures of the hypothesized psychology of the sorting experiment as pre-

sented in the previous section. The latent partition model and its
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computations are detailed in AppendiX'G.- No claim is made for the

.exact correspondence between the latent. partition and the psychologi-
,

cal model, and, in fact, no claim is made that the latent partition

model is accurate or even reasonable. Like all mathematical models,

the-latent partition model is on its face inadequate. The latent

partition model ignores the effect of order of presentation of content

4

units and the consequent differential information-processing applica-

.

.

----------

tions;
.

it specifies unusual constraints on agreement of percept assign-

ment; it specifies that the major sources of variations are random

ana ...ndependent. But the-latent partition model has not been proposed

to provide profound understanding of the sorting behavior. Rather,

it has been, proposed and implemented to provide an analysis of the

data of the sorting experiment, to provide automatic reduction and

.summarizations of an S matrix, to provide a,clearer picture of several

sorters' categorizations.

.

,Latent Categories

If there were two manifest categorizations of a-set of content

units, then one mightitonsider looking at the refinement categoriza-

tion defined by them - that is, at the intersections of the categories

of two sets. If there are five content units:

- A, B, C, D, E

and the two categorizations are:

- 69 -



(AB) (ODE)

(ABC) (bE)

then the refinement categorization is:

(AE) (C) (DE)-

The. refinement categories consist of the content units that both sorters

found similar. In LPA terminology, the refinement categories are called

latent categories. The latent categorization it-gaficient to explain

each of the manifest categories in'the sense that each manifest cate=

gory is either a latent category or a union of latent categories. The

content unit discriminations between the latent categories include all

discriminations between content units in both manifest categorizations.

The mathematical reoresentation of the latent categorization is

in the form of a matrix called (1) (phi);
4

(I) = the latent category .matrix

Phi has as many rows as there are content units and as many columns as

there are latent categories. Each row of Phi corresponds to a content

unit and indicates which of the latent categories the content unit be-
.

longs to. The row has-a 1 in the column corresponding to that latent .

category and O's in he other columns. Note that the latent categori-

zation is assumed to have the same property as.the manifest categori-

zations: each content unit must belong to one and only, one latent cate-

gory.. The latent categories are the featdres of the latent partition

-70-
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model which correspond to commonality of perception. It is assumed
\.;

that the sorters, as a group, recognize the latent categoiies as de=b

fining the essential discriminations among the content units.

If there are many sorters and hence many different manifest cate-

gories, the single concept of refihement is not sufficient to describe

latent'categories. With even a moderate sample of sorters, it is usual

that po one pair of items are always together in the manifest cate-

gorizations, and consequently and reduction, the number of latent

411

categories must be less than the number of content units. This moti-

vates 'defining a probabalistic notion of category similarity.;

Probability Transformation

For larger numbers of sorters, as noted, the latent categoriza-

tion cannot assume, all the discriminations made by all the sorters.

As a data analytic resolution of this problem, some further specifi-

cation is ffiade about the relationship between the latent categories

and the manifest categories. In particular, a probabalistic model is

defined for the sorting process. This model is structured with re-

gorics represent probabalistic blends-of latent categories) That
0

not,only may a sorter combine several latent categories, but he may

blend several latent categories, combining their items independently

but with fixed probabilities. Thug a'sorter may have discriminations

- 71,-
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in his manifest categories which are not made in the latent categories,

but such\discAminations are assumed to result from random assignment

1

with probabilities which depend on the latent categories.'

The dividual characteristics of a Sorter are assumed to reside
!

in the distinctive probability patterns a210 levels with which he Merges
!

and splits latent categories.. In the fatent partition model it is

/

assumed that each sorter's sorting process is characterized by a ma",...rix

. ,

.
,

Si -(Pi) .

1

1 = a sorter's probability transformation matrix
, H

This matrix is assumed to have as many roWs as therd are laten cate-.
,

a

gories. The number of columns in Pi is distinctive for a sorter and
/

is the number of manifest categories in the model of the,sorter. The

entries of Pi define-the probabilities for the sorter's random prOcess.

7

For a given content unit, the sorter is assumed to recognize the latent

category of the content unit and then to assign it randomly to one of

the manifest categories according to the probabilities ,given in the'

row of Pi corresponding to the latent category of which-the content

'N unit is a member. The assignment of content units is assumed to be

,

It is difficult to put a substantive interprctation on.the imtrioes.

However, another matrix is definable from the matrices; it i called

a (omega).

S2 = the Oonfusion matrix
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4

Omega is formally defindd as the average over sorters of tit'. it has

as many rays and columns as there are latent categories. It is sym-

metric; each number above the diagonal is equal to the corresponding

number beloN the main diagonal. It can be shown that a nutber in Omega

which corresponds to,a pair of latent categories, is the probability,

,

averaged over sorters, of the latent categories being merged. More

exactly, it is the probability that any particular pair of content units

from the latent category will be put in the same manifest category.

, These probabilities are called the.confusionprobabilities.

°

The probability transformations in the model are features which I

correspond in two ways to featuresin the psychological mode. First,/

the notion that a content unit ultimately belongs,to.a ',latent categoity,

that a, sorter recognizes that fact and then assigns the item according

to his particular probabilistic warp of the latent category, cortes-,=.

ponds to the psychological notion that a sorter forms, a percept offa,

.content unit in a generally similar manner to the other sorters, and

then behaves according to the percept identification. Second, the.

notion, of confusion corresponds to individual perceptual differences

in the psychology. There are many perceptual reasons for a sort

tending to confuse or merge'two latent categories. There might be

perimantalerror; perhaps some sorters understbod time instructions

\ .

differently'and formed oversimplified categories. There might be

7
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experimntal differences; a primary teacher does not need'all the

criminations an intermediate teacher does, and vice.versa. The term

"confusion" is not intended to be pejorative, bIArather to indicat4.
o

individual diffLences with respect to grouptnorms.

LPA ComputationS

The input to,. the LPN compUtations is an S matrix :derived from the

results of a sorting experiniant. The objective,is to estimate the

latent partition parameters: the number of latent categories, Phi, and

. . .

Omega. The details of the computations are presented in Appendix G,

bu the, following notes give a,general outline.'

Fundamental theorem. In Appendix G it is proved that under the

assumptions of the LPA model .

S - A2 =
*

where A2 is'an,unknown diagonal matrix called the diversity matrix.

This theorem is true only in expectation but by the law of large numi-

t
' bers is assumed o be apprbximately true with real data.

Estimation of the number of.latent categories. The number, L,
1

of latent categories is estimated as the number of roots of S which

are greater than 1.0:

;

. 3

-Estimation of the diyersity matrix. The diversity matrix is es-

Li hated by an'iterative
procedure in which the initial estimate'is

'In the text of the report, no notational differentiation is made be-

tween parameters and estimates.
'

.
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equal to the complement of the diagonal matrix of the highest off-,

diagonal entries in S and in which the successive approximations are

derived by reproducing S A2 with its L largest roots and vectors

and extracting-the complement of the diagonal.

-Factorization.. Given the final estimate of the diversity matrix,
v . /

a eigenroot and 'vector decomposition is performed:

.

\

S - A2 = rgr',

%where the columns of r are eigenvectorssand the diagonal entries of

the-diagcnal matrix A2 are eigenroots.

Potation. The first L ooluMns of T are rotated by raw transvari-
.

\

max rotation yielding ro. The diagonal matrix T is computed as the

column sums of Po, and the final estimates for interpretation are:

= roT and fl = T-10'1120T1.

at


